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LOCAL CHANNELS MOST WANTED IN ‘BUNDLES’
“PEOPLE WANT THEIR LOCAL STATIONS”
   The cable and satellite television industries are coming 
to grips with the reality that people have had enough of a 
$300 bill.  So to keep customers “thin” is in—as long as the 
pay TV services’ so-called skinny bundles don’t leave local 
television stations on the cutting room floor.   And that’s a 
show-stopper for TVB president Steve Lanzano.  “When 
they build their skinny bundles, the affiliates of ABC, CBS, 
NBC, and Fox are always in the top five—people want their 
local broadcast station,” he says.
    Lanzano points out that survey after survey backs 
that up.  “We continue to have what everyone wants 
but can’t replicate—and that’s local news,” he says.  
“That’s why these skinny bundles always want the 
broadcast affiliates because it’s that important 
to their viewership and their subscriber sales.” 
   Meanwhile, the TVB says revenue in the first 
half of the year was slower than what many had expected. 
Lanzano thinks that has more to do with how Washington is 
impacting Madison Avenue and Main Street than concerns 
about the effectiveness of the medium.  “My conversations, 
especially with big advertisers and big agencies, shows that 
(they’re not sure) what’s going on with policy in Washington, 
DC,” he says. “It is because of that lack of any type of 
predictability in terms of policy that a lot of advertisers—
especially on the national level—kept their wallets closed. 
But we’re starting to see businesses say to themselves that 
this is the way of the world and that they have to grow their 
businesses, and so we’re starting to see national spending 
pick up a little bit.”
   There are also some factors out of TV’s control such as 
the upheaval in the retail business.  But Lanzano notes the 
big retailers spend most of their money in network.  “We’re 
down a couple of percent in retail, but it doesn’t affect us 
nearly as much as the national marketplace,” he says.    But 
anyone who’s walked through a mall lately knows brick and 
mortar stores are facing a rapidly changing consumer.  “It’s 
a tough market right now, but the younger generations like 
to go shopping and touch and feel merchandise, so who 
knows how it’s all going to play out,” Lanzano says.  “But 
the retail business is changing and we’re going to have to 
understand what that is, and we have to take advantage of 
it where we can.”  (Continued on Page 3)

ADVERTISER NEWS
   Left out of all the dealings and attempted deals in the retail 
pharmacy business, CVS still operates over 9,700 retail 
locations and 1100 walk-in clinics.  Same-store sales were 
down 2.6% in the second quarter with pharmacy comps 
down 2.8% mostly due to generic introductions.  Front end 
comps were down 2.1% despite the shift of Easter into 
the quarter, due to softer traffic and “efforts to rationalize 
promotional strategies”……Wayfair posted another strong 
quarter with direct retail revenue growth of 46% year-to-year 

and 9.5 million active customers, up 43% year-
to-year.  Its CEO took a victory lap saying, “As 
consumers increasingly embrace the selection 
and convenience of shopping online instead of 
in physical brick and mortar stores, we are taking 
advantage of that shift and capturing market 
share……Overstock.com had a 3% increase in 
revenue for the second quarter, although its net 

loss grew from $904,000 in the quarter last year to $7.5 
million this year……Many major food companies have 
been seeing tough times, but Tyson Foods was able to 
command an average 4.2% price increase to build up 
the top and bottom lines in its fiscal third quarter.  Gains 
were recorded from beef, pork and chicken and its CEO 
said “We expect strong global demand for protein”……
SeaWorld had a difficult quarter and ties some of its 
results directly to advertising.  U.S. domestic attendance 
(guests from outside a 300-mile radius) was down and 
it blames some of that on reduced national advertising.  
The company promises to increase investments in 
advertising now “to generate sufficient awareness of our 
brand attributes”……Office Depot is starting a same-day 
delivery program in three markets (Atlanta, Los Angeles 
and Ft. Lauderdale/Miami) in the next few weeks with 
plans to roll out the service into several more markets 
before the end of the year……As supermarkets try to take 
more business from restaurants, Texas’ H-E-B chain has 
an interesting new tactic:  it will install a drive-thru window 
at a store in San Antonio for its True Texas BBQ chain 
of in-store restaurants……And Dickey’s Barbecue Pit, 
which says it’s the largest barbecue chain in the nation, is 
offering a Tailgate Party Pack for $99 designed to serve 
twelve adults with four pounds of meats, several sides, and 
utensils and plates……(Continued on Page 3)
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NETWORK NEWS
   The Late Show with Stephen Colbert is claiming its 
largest margin of victory in total viewers for the week ending 
August 4th. Nielsen reports that the CBS late-night series 
averaged 3.2 million viewers for the week, compared to 
2.3 million for The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon 
on NBC. That’s a 39% margin of victory for Colbert, who 
was also up 35% in viewers compared to the same week 
last year. Fallon was the winner in the adult 18-49 demo 
posting a 0.6 rating, while Colbert’s demo rating was not 
far behind with a 0.5 rating. The Late Show win in total 
viewers and The Tonight Show’s win in 
demos continues the trend for the shows 
that’s been the case for the last few 
months. Colbert’s predecessor, David 
Letterman is returning to TV with a new 
deal at Netflix. Letterman’s new program 
will combine long-form interviews 
and reports from the field……Former 
Saturday Night Live cast member 
Maya Rudolph has signed on to star 
in the next live musical event at Fox. 
A Christmas Story will air on Sunday, 
December 17th at 7 PM (ET) with a tape-delayed broadcast 
for the West Coast. The three-hour event is inspired by the 
classic holiday movie of the same name, as well as the 
Tony-nominated Broadway production A Christmas Story: 
The Musical. Rudolph will play the mother of nine-year-
old Ralphie Parker in the production. Fox said the rest of 
the cast would be announced “soon”.……Fox has also 
placed an order for a new singing competition series from 
ITV Entertainment and Armoza Formats. The Four is the 
latest entry in a multi-network rush to launch the next hit 
singing competition, a race that began earlier this year with 
ABC’s decision to reboot American Idol. In the premiere 
episode, four finalists are selected. In the following episodes, 
new contestants challenge the finalist to steal one of the 
four slots. The winner is revealed at the end of the season. 
Additional on-screen talent has not yet been announced. 
Variety reported that Fox accelerated the development of 
The Four in May, right after ABC closed a deal to bring back 
American Idol just two seasons after it was canceled by Fox 
after a 15-season run……The new Fox procedural drama 
about the high-pressure experiences of police, paramedics 
and firefighters has cast Peter Krause (Six Feet Under, 
The Catch, Parenthood) as the male lead. Krause will star 
opposite Angela Basset in 9-1-1.

DONE DEALS
   Jay Howell has been named VP and General Manager 
of KOVR-TV (CBS 13) and KMAX-TV (CW 31), the CBS-

owned stations in Sacramento, CA. Howell 
succeeds Kevin Walsh, who has moved to 
San Francisco to serve as President and 
GM of KPIX-TV and KBCW-TV, the CBS-
owned duopoly in the Bay Area. Howell 
has 18 years of experience as a general 
manager and station group executive, 
most recently as VP of Broadcast Markets 
for Media General, where he oversaw the 

company’s station operations, including several CBS and 
CW affiliates, in 14 markets across the country.

AVAILS
   Entravision, Boston MA, is looking for an extraordinary 
ad sales professional who wants to join a dynamic team 
as the Digital Sales Manager.  This person will maximize 
advertising revenue by selling to digital focused advertising 
agencies and direct clients. Must aggressively manage new 
business development opportunities with key accounts and 
additional accounts. Digital advertising sales experience is 
required; prefer 2+ years of digital sales experience, with 
key agency contacts. To apply, please send cover letter/
resume to: Carlos Sporleder, Digital Regional Manager, 

csporleder@entravision.com
   Sports Radio Account Executive, 
WCMC-FM, Raleigh NC. We’re looking 
for a professional with a positive outlook, 
incredible drive, and tenacious “can do” 
attitude!  This position will focus on 
managing and growing existing station 
key accounts as well as developing 
new business on 99.9 The Fan ESPN 
Radio, Buzz Sports Radio and a host 
of other sports related digital and event 
marketing opportunities. CLICK HERE 

for more info or to apply.  EOE M/F.  All CBC properties are 
tobacco free.  Capitol Broadcasting Company participates 
in E-Verify.
   WTVG/13abc, Toledo, OH has an exciting opportunity 
for an Account Executive.  The AE will handle all local 
and regional accounts and develop new business utilizing 
marketing skills and preparing/delivering 
client presentations.  Must have the 
ability to prospect, cold call and get face-
to-face meetings and create compelling 
sales presentations. Bachelor’s Degree 
in Marketing/Advertising is strongly 
preferred, but not required. Experience 
in account engagement in a professional, fast paced sales 
environment required.  Great compensation and benefits.  
No phone calls please.  CLICK HERE for more details or 
to apply now.  EOE.
   The Sun, the Sand, and the Ocean! What better place is 
there than the Mobile-Pensacola DMA to be in Television 
Sales? WKRG/WFNA/MeTV/Bounce in Mobile, AL is 
looking for 3 individuals that are “C” students that want to 
make “A” money and could locate in either our Mobile or 
our Pensacola office. If you can sell, then we want you. 
A generous compensation plan along with great company 
benefits await the right individuals. Send cover letter, 
resume, and references to jgrear@wkrg.com. EOE.
   ABC6 in Providence, Rhode Island is looking for a sales 
professional with sales experience to join this growing 

ABC affiliate as an Account Executive. 
We need an enthusiastic, accountable 
individual to work with local and regional 
clients– at the agency and local levels. This 
position is a great opportunity for someone 
looking for a move into a top 60 market. 

Please send resume to cantonio@abc6.com. No phone 
calls please. WLNE-TV / ABC6 is and equal opportunity 
employer.

CLICK HERE to place a job in Spots n Dots! 
8/9/2017

Jimmy Fallon

Former communications 
director Anthony Scaramucci 
wants to turn his time in the 
White House into a sitcom. 

Networks say it’s impossible, 
because sitcoms have to last 

at least 30 minutes.
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TWITTER:  A STRONG SUPPLEMENT TO TV
   The groundbreaking How Advertising Works research 
released by the Advertising Research Foundation last 
year showed when TV ads are added back to a digital 
budget the return on investment soars 60%—triple the ROI 
benefit of adding radio or newspapers to the buy.
   Now Twitter has teamed up with Nielsen to show that 
adding its social network to a television ad buy also has 
benefits.  The study showed Twitter added an average 

6% incremental audience reach to a TV-
only campaign.  The findings are based on 
analysis of Nielsen Total Ad Rating data of 
four different cross-platform ad campaigns.  
   The best-case scenario for Twitter was for 
an undisclosed consumer packaged goods 

company.  It received a 22% reach bounce compared to 
its TV-only marketing efforts.   “By taking advantage of 
consumer interest and activity around sports and combining 
that with the increase in unique impressions—the campaign 
was able to achieve this large jump in reach,” wrote Tim 
Perzyk, Twitter’s senior director of market insights and 
analytics, in a blog post.  
   Twitter says its impact on reach is strongest among 18 
to 24 year olds which consistently showed the largest 
gains in incremental reach compared to other age groups 
and targets. “Twitter extends the reach of TV campaigns 
to connect with a young, hard-to-reach audience,” Perzyk 
said.  Across the four campaigns tracked by Nielsen, the 
Twitter advertisements added an average 25% incremental 
reach among the 18-24 demo. “This point is critical for 
marketers,” Perzyk said.  “While this demographic is a 
digitally connected audience, it’s also one of the most elusive 
demographics to reach if relying solely on television,” he 
added.  The latest Nielsen Total Audience Report finds so-
called Gen Zs consume 50% less TV than Gen X and 66% 
less than Baby Boomers.
   Twitter also claims a higher percentage of its impressions 
hit the target audiences, to a tune of 40% more on average 
across the four measured campaigns.  “These results point 
to Twitter being an increasingly strong supplement to TV.”

THIS AND THAT
   Raycom Media has completed the purchase of WVUE 
FOX 8 in New Orleans from Louisiana Media Company. 
Raycom Media had a shared service agreement with the 
station since 2013.... More political dollars for TV: Philly.com 
notes the high-profile bid by New Jersey’s largest teachers’ 
union to unseat Senate President Stephen Sweeney in 
November’s election has intensified, and TV is the winner.  
New Jerseyans for a Better Tomorrow, a super PAC that 
supports Sweeney, has spent about $600,000 on broadcast 
and cable ads since July, while the political group founded 
by the New Jersey Education Association has spent about 
$300,000, according to a media-buying firm....Amtrak 
and Lyft have teamed up to make their passengers more 
mobile. Customers can now use the Amtrak mobile app 
to access the Lyft app to request a ride…Nissan workers 
in Mississippi voted against representation by the United 
Auto Workers Union, dealing a new blow to the UAW’s 
efforts to unionize auto plants in the South. The vote was 
62% no and only 38% for the union.

TECH FEATURES CAR BUYERS WANT MOST
   Blind spot detection ranks highest as the most desired tech 
feature wanted in a new vehicle, according to analysts at IHS 
Markit, with U.S. respondents to the survey reporting they 
would be willing to pay significantly more for the technology 
than consumers in other regions. But when it comes to full 
autonomy in new vehicles, the survey finds the technology 
is not yet popular among a broad audience. Ironically, the 
same audience ranked it among the features they would be 
willing to pay the most for in their next new vehicle purchase.
  “In terms of ADAS safety features like automatic 
emergency braking and blind spot detection, consumers 
wanted to see these features standard across the board,” 
said analyst Colin Bird. But people willing to pay for full 
autonomy see it more a value-add rather than a necessary 
safety component, “at least for now.”
   Just over half of U.S. consumers surveyed indicated full 
autonomy is a desired feature in their next new vehicle—
and they were willing to spend $780 additional to have 
the technology on their next new vehicle. In addition, U.S. 
consumers are willing to pay $538 for highway autopilot 
and $488 for blind spot detection. Americans are also 
interested in navigation systems, automatic emergency 
braking and steering wheel mounted controls.
   Younger drivers, including Millennials and Generation Z 
respondents, were more interested globally in full autonomy 
than other generational groups, with 61% suggesting it as a 
feature of interest in their next new vehicle. Generation X, 
Baby Boomers and the swing generation all trail in level of 
interest significantly.

‘LOCAL CHANNELS’ (Continued from Page 1)
   ...Of course broadcasters can relate to the uncertainty 
change brings.  Marketing consultant Shelly Palmer has 
said consumers will watch video on the best device within 
reach.  Viewer data from Nielsen and others show for the 
time being that’s still a traditional TV which captures on 
average 4 hours and 55 minutes of day of live and time-
shifted viewing.   “Even when you look at 18-to-34 year 
olds, you can add up their video viewing across all their 
devices and they still don’t add up to what they watch on 
TV every day,” Lanzano points out. 

ADVERTISER NEWS (Continued from Page 1)
  ...Fiesta Restaurant Group admits that cutbacks in 
marketing were at least partially to blame for a drop in 
second quarter business.  Same-store sales were down 
7.7% at Pollo Tropical and off by 4.7% at Taco Cabana, as 
transactions fell by 10% and 4.5% respectively.  The CEO 
admitted “We significantly reduced our media presence 
and moderated discounts which negatively impacted 
our quarterly revenues,” and he now promises “new and 
impactful creative advertising campaigns.”

DISNEY LAUNCHING STREAMING SERVICE
   Disney is making a big change in strategy, and is dropping 
its exclusive movie deal with Netflix.
  The company said Tuesday it will launch its own ad-free 
Disney-branded streaming service starting in 2019. This 
Netflix-like service will become the “exclusive home” for 
subscription streaming of Disney and Pixar’s live action 
and animated movies.  (More deails in the NYTimes story).
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BUSINESS BYTES
   Berkshire Hathaway has investments in a wide variety 
of industries including insurance (GEICO) and restaurants 
(Dairy Queen) among many others.  Its retail investments 
also show a spread of segments, and Furniture Today is 
now reporting BH’s furniture stores (including Nebraska 
Furniture Mart, R.C. Willey, Star Furniture and Jordan’s) 
helped offset declines at Berkshire Hathaway Automotive 
in the second quarter (Berkshire owns 83 dealerships) and 
carried the retail division’s profits.  The furniture operation’s 
profit increases were attributed to increased gross margins 
and lower operating expenses.  Other 
parts of BH’s retail division include See’s 
Candies, Pampered Chef, and three 
jewelry chains. 
   While July’s negative automotive sales 
were the worst year-to-year decline in 
seven years, Automotive News reports 
there are no signs of panic at any 
automakers—in fact, the drop may have 
helped them clear out old inventory, 
adjust production volumes, and cutting 
back on fleet volume.  Optimism persist 
among auto execs, such as Toyota’s exec VP of sales 
saying “We’re not on a sleigh ride down” and GM’s Chief 
Economist saying “We anticipate U.S. retail vehicle sales 
will remain strong for the foreseeable future.”  Observers 
outside the factories generally concur.  The exec publisher 
for Kelley Blue Book said “Brands with fresh and appealing 
trucks and SUVs continue to do well, many of them seeing 
record sales on vehicles with high profit margins.  And the 
Chief Economist for Cox Automotive adds, “ The pullback 
in new-vehicle sales is not being driven by underlying 
economic weakness.”

MORE FROM STORES’ HOT RETAIL LIST
   There is no one retail segment that’s providing growth.  
We’ve recapped the ten hottest retailers in terms of year-
to-year sales increases, and they came from differing retail 
segments.  The rest of the top 25 fastest-growing companies 
also show diversity of segments.  Number eleven has been 
well-chronicled in our advertiser news columns, reporting 
both heavy expansion and very strong same-store sales as 
Ulta Salon produced 24% growth.  Also with 24% growth is 
Duluth Holdings, a “lifestyle brand” for working Americans 
utilizing a website, catalog, and a small retain chain.  
Burberry is a British fashion house with a website for U.S. 
sales—it grew by 23%, as did Torrid, a women’s clothing 
chain beating most of its mall-based competitors.  The At 
Home Group of home furnishings stores, another with both 
expansion and positive same-store sales going for it, was 
up 22% last year and Inditex, a Spanish-headquartered 
chain with more than 7,000 stores worldwide, was up 21%.  
Food stores take four of the remaining top 25 rankings, 
Fiesta Mart (up 19%), Festival Foods (up 16%), Big Y 
(up 16%), and Fresh Direct (up 15%).  Rounding out the 
rest of the top 25 are a variety of segments as shown by 
Care Pharmacies Cooperative (up 18%), Ollie’s Bargain 
Outlets (up 17%), Total Wine & More (up 16%), Under 
Armour (up 15%), and Bass Pro Shops, up 15%.  Some 
of them could provide future new business in your market.

AVAILS
 The FOX O&O/Duopoly in Orlando is looking for a 
motivated Account Executive with excellent communication 
skills that thrives in a goal-oriented team environment. 
Your opportunity is to manage an 
established account base as well 
as develop new broadcast and 
digital business, via customized marketing strategies and 
solutions. College degree and a minimum of two years’ work 
experience preferred.  If you are detail oriented and driven 
to succeed CLICK HERE for info or to apply. EOE/M/F/V/D

   Want an opportunity to grow with 
one of the nation’s largest Multi-Media 
companies with an industry leading digital 
business? There’s a great opportunity 
in Topeka, Kansas for a Local Sales 
Manager that can make an immediate 
impact with our AEs and clients. The 
LSM will be responsible for directing 
the local sales efforts for the NBC/ABC/
FOX & CW stations while working in 
concert with our Digital Sales Director to 
provide multimedia solutions. Resume 
and references to jfaith@ksnt.com. EOE. 

COFFEE IS AMAZON’S TOP GROCERY SELLER
  Amazon is out to try to claim market share in grocery 
sales just as it has in other areas of retailing. So, just what 
grocery items are consumers interested in buying online? 
To date, analysis by One Click Retail finds that three of the 
top-selling brands on Amazon Grocery are coffee brands.
    San Francisco Bay Coffee is Amazon’s top seller among 
grocery brands, accounting for about 2% of grocery/food 
sales, with Green Mountain Coffee at #3 and the non-
coffee KIND brand between them. Rounding out the top 
five are Gerber (definitely not coffee) and Starbucks.
   While these top five brands are strong on Amazon, they in 
no way dominate Amazon’s grocery landscape. Together, 
the five account for less than 8% of Amazon’s total grocery 
sales, estimated at $420 million year-to-date in 2017.
  “Being relative newcomers, the success that brands like 
KIND, Green Mountain and San Francisco Bay show that 
eCommerce shelf space is a new frontier,” said Spencer 
Millerberg, One Click Retail CEO. “This democratization 
of retail allows ANY brand to compete, not just incumbent 
brands that captured the brick and mortar shelf.”
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Seth Meyers

The Department of Agriculture 
told staffers to avoid the term 
“climate change” and to use 

terms like “weather extremes” 
instead. And instead of 

earthquakes, they’re now  
called “li’l shakeroos.”

MONDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
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